Fear, food and sexual ornamentation: plasticity of colour development in Trinidadian guppies
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The evolution of male ornamentation often reflects compromises between sexual and natural selection, but it may also be influenced by phenotypic plasticity. We investigated the developmental plasticity of male colour ornamentation in Trinidadian guppies in response to two environmental variables that covary in nature: predation risk and food availability. We found that exposure to chemical predator cues delayed the development of pigment-based colour elements, which are conspicuous to visual-oriented predators. Predator cues also reduced the size of colour elements at the time of maturity and caused adult males to be less colourful. To the best of our knowledge, these findings provide the first example of a plastic reduction in the development of a sexually selected male ornament in response to predator cues. The influence of predator cues on ornamentation probably affects individual fitness by reducing conspicuousness to predators, but could reduce attractiveness to females. Reduced food availability during development caused males to delay the development of colour elements and mature later, probably reflecting a physiological constraint, but their coloration at maturity and later in adulthood was largely unaffected, suggesting that variation in food quantity without variation in quality does not contribute to condition dependence of the trait.

1. Introduction

Developmental plasticity, or the ability of a single genotype to produce variable phenotypes depending on the developmental environment, has received attention for its adaptive value and potential role in evolutionary change [1–7]. Environmental factors have the potential to trigger alternative developmental pathways, affect the range of trait values that are expressed and alter the rate at which traits develop over time [4,8–13]. Further, developmental plasticity may either be adaptive by allowing an individual to fine tune its phenotype to environmental conditions and achieve higher fitness relative to non-plastic individuals, or non-adaptive in response to environmental perturbations or stressors that cause deviations away from the favoured phenotype [4,7–9,12,14].

Sexually selected male ornaments and displays are often particularly sensitive to the ontogenetic environment. As such, females can use male ornamentation to assess variation in male condition or quality during mate choice, given that only males in high condition can afford the cost of extreme ornamentation ([15–19], but see Cotton et al. [20]). Thus, variation in the developmental environment can not only impact the expression of sexually selected traits, with high condition males exhibiting more exaggerated ornaments [21–27], but also determine a male’s probability of mating [21,28].

Sexual ornaments can also increase conspicuousness and thus, susceptibility to predation [29–35]. Displays under sexual selection have been shown to covary geographically with predation risk, suggesting that local predation pressure can interact with sexual selection to shape the evolution of these traits [36–38]. However, the degree to which sexually selected traits are plastic in response to perceived predation risk is poorly understood [28]. If plasticity is
adaptive, then higher levels of perceived risk should delay the development or reduce the expression of ornaments that could attract predators [39].

Here, we examine developmental plasticity of pigment-based coloration in male Trinidadian guppies (Poecilia reticulata). Colour patterns of male guppies are considered a classic example of an ornament under opposing selection pressures; sexual selection favours elaborate colours to attract females, but natural selection favours inconspicuous colours to avoid predation [31,33,36,40–44]. High predation guppies have fewer, smaller and less elaborate colour patterns [31,36], which are produced from carotenoid and pteridine pigments (cream-white, yellow, orange and red coloration), melanin pigment (black, fuzzy black and brown coloration) and metallic, iridescent or kaleidoscopic structural patches (blues, violets, greens and silver), when compared with guppies inhabiting low predation environments [31,44–46].

Some of the variation in coloration between guppy populations, as well as a great deal of the variation within populations, has been shown to have a genetic basis [47–52], but there is also some evidence for plasticity of pigment-based coloration. Environmentally induced variation in carotenoid-based orange and yellow coloration in mature guppies has been attributed to parasitic infection and dietary content [21,45,49,53,54]. Further, melanin colour is somewhat labile, allowing black spots to dilate during courtship [40,55]. Although characteristics of predator visual systems are thought to select for different expressions of colour in male guppies [36,44], it is unknown whether predation risk also induces plastic changes in coloration. Further, the degree to which predator-induced plasticity could potentially contribute to observed variation in coloration across populations remains largely untested (see [56]).

We experimentally manipulated perceived predation risk and food quantity in the rearing environment of second-generation, laboratory-reared siblings to examine whether the pigment-based coloration of male guppies exhibits developmental plasticity. Because pigment-based colour pattern elements (hereafter, colour elements) are highly heritable and usually shared among full-sibling males [47,49], we used a split-brood design to control for genetic background and tested how the rearing environment would affect: (i) the rate at which brothers developed their shared colour elements, (ii) the number and size of colour elements at sexual maturity and (iii) overall colour expression later in adulthood. We predicted that exposure to predator cues and reduced food availability would delay development of coloration, but would not affect the number of colour elements eventually developed in adulthood, given that the basic template of colour elements is highly heritable.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Field collection and laboratory methods

Trinidadian guppies were collected from a small stream, Upper La Laja (hereafter UL), in the Guanapo drainage on the southern slope of the Northern Range Mountains, Trinidad, West Indies. The UL stream lacked guppies prior to March 2008, when, as part of a separate study, guppies were translocated there from a high predation site on the Guanapo River where they coexist with a suite of predators [57], including the pike cichlid (Crenicichla frenata), which are effective visual hunters [31]. The UL site is representative of a low predation stream, because it contains only one other fish species, Rivulus hartii, a gape-limited predator on primarily juvenile guppies [57]. However, the UL site has relatively high-light conditions from experimental thinning of the forest canopy in July 2007 (4% canopy reduction; [58]), which potentially increased food availability [59]. In April 2009, we collected 50 juvenile guppies from the UL population and transported them to the laboratory at Colorado State University. Thus, at the time of collection, the UL population was composed of high predation individuals that had been living under low predation conditions for 1 year, or three to four generations.

To minimize maternal and other environmental effects on guppy coloration, we reared the wild-caught guppies for two generations under common garden laboratory conditions using methods modified from Reznick [60] (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). Within 24 h of birth, G2 full siblings were randomly assigned to and reared in groups of two to eight siblings under one of four different rearing conditions in a 2 × 2 factorial design that varied the exposure to chemical predator cues (reared with or without predator cues) and food quantity (reared on low or high-food levels). Guppies in the predator cue treatment were reared in recirculating units that housed the common guppy predator, the pike cichlid within the sump that supplied water to the tanks [61]. Each pike cichlid was fed two guppies daily so that water flowing through each tank contained both predator kairomones and alarm pheromones, or cues that are released by guppy epidermal club cells when they are consumed [62–65]. Guppies reared without predator cues were housed in identical recirculating units without predators in the water supply. All laboratory-reared guppies were fed measured quantities of food rich in carotenoids (carotenoid pigments cannot be synthesized and must be obtained via diet [21]; electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). Guppies in the low-food treatment received roughly half of the amount of food as guppies in the high-food treatment [60].

After 29 days, when most males had not yet developed visible coloration but could be reliably sexed (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S1), one male per rearing condition was randomly selected and reared individually thereafter, maintaining the original treatments. This design resulted in each family-line having one set of full-sibling G2 males distributed among the four different rearing environments. To quantify changes in colour during development, each male was photographed weekly beginning at day 29 and continuing until day 78 after all males had reached sexual maturity. Prior to photographing, males were anaesthetized in MS-222 (ethyl 3-aminobenzoate methane sulphonyl acid salt, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) and placed laterally with their left-side facing up on a white plastic surface with their dorsal, anal and caudal fins carefully spread away from the body using a fine-tip artist paintbrush. A metric ruler was placed alongside to provide scale. A digital photograph in RAW format (unprocessed and uncompressed) was then taken using a Panasonic DMC FZ8 digital camera (Panasonic Corporation of North America, Secaucus, NJ, USA) equipped with an Opteka high definition 10× macro lens (Opteka, Inc., Drums, PA, USA) set at aperture size f11 and shutter speed 1/15 s. The illumination of males in photographs was held constant by using a single camera, no flash and lighting with two full-spectrum fluorescent lights (Philips F15T8 Natural Sunshir, 15 W, Philips Lighting Company, Andover, MA, USA), which mimic natural sunlight and were permanently fixed on either side of the camera. All images were captured at a single location in a windowless room.

Males were also anaesthetized and photographed on the day of sexual maturation, defined as the day the apical hood grew even with the tip of the gonopodium [66]. After losses from mortalities or unsuccessful crosses in the G0 and G1 generations and after excluding families with incomplete datasets, 22 G2 families (88 G2 males) were represented in the final dataset.
(b) Rate of colour development

Male guppy colour elements are typically inherited from sires in intact units or templates, and are shared among full-sibling brothers ([41, 47, 49], but see Gordon et al. [67]). In this study, shared colour elements were defined as distinct and contiguous areas of coloration that developed in the same basic configuration and location on each sibling, and that developed independently of adjacent colour elements (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Our colour analyses were restricted to pigment-based colour elements visible to the human eye in digital photographs of anaesthetized fish. In guppies, the expression of pigment-based colour is relatively stable, except for melanin colour, which expands when fish are anaesthetized in MS-222 [40, 43, 55]. Although fluorescence (ultraviolet reflectance), iridescence and other structural colours are also detected by the visual systems of female guppies and predators [36, 44], they were not included in our analyses because they are difficult to differentiate as discrete elements from photographs and could not be reliably scored and compared across siblings. Each family’s suite of colour elements shared by all four siblings as adults at the age of 78 days was identified from day 78 photographs (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Shared colour elements varied somewhat between siblings in size, intricacy, chroma and brightness, but were readily identifiable as the same colour element. Shared colour elements represented the majority (87%) of all colour elements exhibited by males at the age of 78 days and were the focus of our comparison of the rate of colour development across treatments.

To quantify the rate at which the suite of shared colour elements developed in each sibling, we then calculated the total number of shared colour elements (identified in the photos on day 78) that each sibling exhibited in each consecutive week leading up to day 78 (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Weekly photos of full siblings from day 29 to 71 were analysed using a single computer and LCD monitor (Apple iMac Desktop 24-inch Mid 2007, Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA) by one of us (C.L.H.) for the presence or absence of each shared colour element. We used presence/absence data to compare the rate that colour elements emerged across the different treatments. Males began to develop the first shared colour elements in the week prior to or after the first photo on day 29. Once a colour element was scored as being present, it could be reliably observed in all subsequent photographs.

We fit a nonlinear mixed model, using a logistic function in the nlme package [68] in R v. 2.15.0 [69] to statistically compare rates of development of shared colour elements across treatments (for more detail, see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2 and [70]).

(c) Coloration and age at maturity

In addition to quantifying differences caused by treatments in the rate of development of shared colour elements, we were also interested in whether there were overall differences in the number and area of shared colour elements at the time that males reached sexual maturity. For this analysis, we used photos taken on the day that each male reached sexual maturity and we divided the shared colour elements into three readily distinguishable categories that have been used to characterize pigment-based colour: black (black and fuzzy black), orange, and yellow/cream (yellow and cream-white elements were combined into one category, because these elements occur at relatively low frequencies; [31, 36, 43]). We did not observe any brown or red colour elements that have been observed in other populations [36]. The areas of shared elements within each category of colour and body area were measured from each sibling’s photograph at maturity by one of us (E.W.R) by outlining around colour elements and the body using the freehand tool in IMAGEJ v. 1.45s (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/ [43]). The sum of the areas of individual elements was used as the total area for each colour category. We did not measure colour on the dorsal fin or gonopodium, and we excluded the dorsal fin and gonopodium from measurements of body area, because they were difficult to spread consistently.

Finally, we recorded the age in days that each brother reached sexual maturity, because age at maturity could be linked to differences in the timing of colour development. To test for differences across treatments in the age at maturity and the number and area of shared colour elements in the three colour categories, we ran Bayesian multivariate generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) in the R package MCMCglmm [71], using R v. 2.15.1 [69] (for more detail, see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S3).

(d) Adult coloration

To assess overall adult coloration, we compared photographs of males on day 78, which was a post-maturation adult stage for all males. We counted the total number of distinct colour elements (shared and unshared) and measured body area and total area of elements assigned to the same three categories of pigment-based colour measured in the previous analysis (black, orange and yellow-white) using IMAGEJ.

We also had 12 naïve observers, who were unfamiliar with the experimental design, compare and rank photographs of each set of four full-siblings taken on day 78 for relative overall coloration. The human eye can be used to compare more qualitative differences in overall coloration than what could be measured, using IMAGEJ in the analysis mentioned earlier, such as pattern sharpness and intricacy, or the enhancement of colour elements by their juxtaposition to other elements (e.g. black spots that contrast with other colour elements in guppies [41]). Observer rankings have been used to compare variation in a wide range of complex traits that are based on a combination of multiple and difficult-to-measure elements such as coloration in lizards [72] and bird plumage [13, 73]. In addition, when used to compare coloration, these methods can produce results similar to those obtained by spectrophotometry within the visual range of the organism [73].

We used POWERPOINT (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) to arrange photographs of siblings on slides with one family represented per slide. The order of the siblings reared in each of the four conditions was randomized across families. Photographs did not contain any identifying information and were scaled so that siblings appeared to be the same length. Observers were asked to rank the four siblings on each slide from most colourful (rank = 1) to least colourful (rank = 4), based on their assessment of: (i) the number of different colours, (ii) the number of colour elements, (iii) the relative intricacy of elements, and (iv) the relative sizes and brightness of colour elements. Because fuzzy black areas can expand when guppies are exposed to MS-222 [43], we asked the observers to consider the size of black spots as the least important criterion. Each observer ranked the complete set of photographs twice with the two ranking sessions separated by 7–10 days. The intra-observer reliability was statistically significant (average Spearman’s $\rho = 0.48, p < 0.001$ across all pairwise comparisons), and similar to the inter-observer reliability (average Spearman’s $\rho = 0.51, p < 0.001$ across all pairwise comparisons). Thus, we calculated each fish’s final observer rank as the mean of the 24 ranks by the 12 observers (the standard deviations of individuals’ mean ranks ranged from 0.00 to 1.33).

To test for differences across treatments in the total number and area of colour elements in the three colour categories and for differences in mean observer rank, we ran Bayesian
3. Results

(a) Rate of colour development
Males reared with predator cues experienced a delay in the development of shared colour elements, reaching their maximum rate of colour development (the inflection point of the logistic function) 3.9 ± 1.2 (s.e.) days later than their siblings reared without predator cues ($t_{\text{GOS}} = 3.13, p = 0.002$; figure 1). However, despite this delay in the age at which they reached their maximum rate of colour development, the rate itself was not affected by predator cues; in other words, the predator treatment did not affect the slope of the logistic curve at the inflection point ($t_{\text{GOS}} = -0.56, p = 0.57$; figure 1). Similarly, males reared on low-food levels reached their maximum rate of colour development 4.8 ± 1.2 days later than their siblings on high-food levels ($t_{\text{GOS}} = -3.86, p < 0.001$; figure 1) and did not differ in the rate at which colour elements were acquired at that point ($t_{\text{GOS}} = 0.19, p = 0.85$). The interaction between the predator cue and food quantity treatments was not significant for the inflection point ($t_{\text{GOS}} = -1.26, p = 0.21$) or slope of the curve at the inflection point ($t_{\text{GOS}} = 0.35, p = 0.72$).

(b) Coloration and age at maturity
Shared black, orange, and yellow/cream colour elements were significantly smaller in males reared with predator cues at the time they reached sexual maturity (table 1); the total areas of shared black, orange, and yellow/cream colour elements were reduced by 31 per cent, 38 per cent and 31 per cent, respectively, relative to their brothers reared without predator cues. Predator cues did not significantly reduce the number of shared colour elements developed by maturity or delay the age at maturity (table 1). Low-food levels did not significantly reduce either the number or size of shared colour elements, but did delay the age at maturity by roughly 5 days (table 1).

(c) Adult coloration
Quantitative assessment of coloration later in adulthood (day 78) revealed that while the total number of colour elements did not differ, males reared with predator cues had significantly smaller black and orange (but not yellow/cream) colour elements (table 2); the total areas of black and orange coloration were reduced by 21 per cent and 31 per cent, respectively, relative to their brothers reared without predator cues. Similarly, human observers ranked siblings reared with predator cues as being significantly less colourful overall (table 2). Low-food levels reduced the area of orange coloration by 13 per cent, but did not otherwise affect the number or area of colour elements. Human observers did not rank low-food males differently than their brothers reared on high food (table 2), despite the fact that they had reached sexual maturity later than their siblings.

4. Discussion
We found that male pigment-based coloration was developmentally plastic in response to food availability and perceived predation risk. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first evidence that the presence of predator cues in the rearing environment can delay the development and reduce the expression of a sexual ornament. This complements previous findings that predation risk can cause reductions in temporary breeding coloration in some fishes [74,75], and suggests a general role for plasticity in explaining some of the patterns of variation in sexual ornaments with predation risk observed across taxa [34,76–79] and between guppy populations. In the following, we expand on our results.

(a) Influence of predator cues
The presence of chemical cues of pike cichlid predators in the rearing environment delayed the rate of development of colour elements by almost 4 days even though maturation was not postponed, and reduced the size of those colour elements at maturity. Furthermore, perceived predation risk reduced the overall expression of coloration later in adulthood, as measured by the area of coloration and the perception of coloration by human observers, but did not affect the number of colour elements eventually developed by adult siblings. Because the males never visually observed pike cichlids, these results suggest that chemical cues alone can induce changes in coloration. The mechanisms by which colour development is delayed and coloration is reduced are not known. For example, such plastic responses could be a passive side-effect of stress induced by the presence of predator cues,
Table 1. Summary of the effects of the treatments on the number and area of three classes of shared colour elements (black, orange, and yellow/cream) at maturity, as well as the age at maturity (days) estimated from the posterior distributions of a Bayesian multivariate GLMM. (Family ID and body area (mm²) were included as random effects (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1 for the variance attributed to the random effects). 95% credible intervals (CIs) are included in parentheses. Estimated posterior means are shown for males reared without predator cues and on high-food levels, as well as the estimated effects of being reared with predator cues and on low-food levels. (Shared colour elements were defined as the elements that all four siblings displayed by the age of 78 days when they were all adults. The estimated level of significance (pMCMC) of each effect is indicated by asterisks: *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01 and ***p ≤ 0.001.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>trait at maturity</th>
<th>mean without predator cues with high food (95% CI)</th>
<th>effect of predator cues (95% CI)</th>
<th>effect of low food (95% CI)</th>
<th>effect of predator cues × low food (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number shared black elements</td>
<td>1.70 (1.50, 1.88)</td>
<td>−0.002 (−0.29, 0.25)</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.24, 0.32)</td>
<td>0.00 (−0.37, 0.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area shared black elements (mm²)</td>
<td>14.27 (11.06, 17.65)</td>
<td>−4.45 (−8.40, −0.49)*</td>
<td>−2.43 (−6.11, 1.87)</td>
<td>2.62 (−3.22, 7.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number shared orange elements</td>
<td>0.64 (0.27, 0.94)</td>
<td>−0.21 (−0.64, 0.29)</td>
<td>0.06 (−0.42, 0.48)</td>
<td>−0.002 (−0.59, 0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area shared orange elements (mm²)</td>
<td>2.94 (2.48, 3.39)</td>
<td>−1.12 (−1.62, −0.59)***</td>
<td>0.13 (−0.40, 0.63)</td>
<td>−0.14 (−0.78, 0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number shared yellow/cream elements</td>
<td>−0.22 (−0.71, 0.24)</td>
<td>−0.02 (−0.67, 0.60)</td>
<td>−0.07 (−0.76, 0.63)</td>
<td>0.01 (−0.99, 0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area shared yellow/cream elements (mm²)</td>
<td>1.34 (1.00, 1.73)</td>
<td>−0.42 (−0.82, −0.04)*</td>
<td>−0.18 (−0.58, 0.21)</td>
<td>0.13 (−0.39, 0.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age at maturity (days)</td>
<td>53.08 (50.99, 55.09)</td>
<td>0.97 (−1.68, 3.79)</td>
<td>5.01 (2.29, 7.78)***</td>
<td>2.47 (−1.71, 6.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of the effects of the treatments on the number and area of three classes of colour elements (black, orange, and yellow/cream) and on mean observer rank when males were adults at age 78 days, estimated from the posterior distributions of a Bayesian multivariate GLMM. (Family ID and body area (mm²) were included as random effects (see the electronic supplementary material, table S2 for the variance attributed to the random effects). 95% credible intervals (CIs) are included in parentheses. Mean observer rank ranged from 1 (most colourful) to 4 (least colourful). Estimated posterior means are shown for males reared without predator cues and on high-food levels as well as the estimated effects of being reared with predator cues and on low-food levels. (The estimated level of significance (pMCMC) of each effect is indicated by asterisks: *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01 and ***p ≤ 0.001.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>trait later in adulthood (78 days)</th>
<th>mean without predator cues with high food (95% CI)</th>
<th>effect of predator cues (95% CI)</th>
<th>effect of low food (95% CI)</th>
<th>effect of predator cues × low food (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total number black elements</td>
<td>1.89 (1.71, 2.07)</td>
<td>−0.06 (−0.31, 0.21)</td>
<td>−0.02 (−0.28, 0.25)</td>
<td>0.04 (−0.30, 0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total area black elements (mm²)</td>
<td>11.43 (10.08, 12.87)</td>
<td>−2.39 (−3.66, −1.09)***</td>
<td>−0.55 (−1.88, 0.67)</td>
<td>0.71 (−0.98, 2.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total number orange elements</td>
<td>1.02 (0.74, 1.29)</td>
<td>−0.10 (−0.48, 0.29)</td>
<td>−0.12 (−0.52, 0.25)</td>
<td>0.05 (−0.45, 0.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total area orange elements (mm²)</td>
<td>5.02 (4.42, 5.54)</td>
<td>−1.55 (−2.05, −1.01)***</td>
<td>−0.64 (−1.15, 0.05)*</td>
<td>0.55 (−0.21, 1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total number yellow/cream elements</td>
<td>0.40 (0.04, 0.77)</td>
<td>−0.19 (−0.74, 0.30)</td>
<td>0.09 (−0.36, 0.58)</td>
<td>−0.16 (−0.91, 0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total area yellow/cream elements (mm²)</td>
<td>1.67 (1.24, 2.14)</td>
<td>−0.35 (−0.86, −0.08)</td>
<td>−0.02 (−0.43, 0.48)</td>
<td>0.27 (−0.95, 0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean observer rank within family</td>
<td>0.30 (−0.19, 0.84)</td>
<td>1.50 (0.83, 2.15)***</td>
<td>0.27 (−0.37, 0.94)</td>
<td>−0.04 (−0.92, 0.98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
however, given the central importance of colour for mate choice and predation risk it is likely that the observed changes collectively represent an adaptive strategy allowing male guppies to appear less conspicuous in an environment where predation risk is high from visual hunters. Delaying colour development and reducing the expression of coloration at maturity could increase a male’s fitness by allowing him to escape predation early in life and achieve some mating success prior to becoming more conspicuous [80]. Furthermore, delayed colour development and reduced overall coloration would presumably come at the expense of attractiveness and mating success. However, this may not always be the case in high predation environments, given that the preference for colourful males can be reduced in high predation females [81,82], and female preference has been shown to switch to drabber males when females are visually exposed to predators [83,84]. By contrast, it may be beneficial to develop colour early in low predation environments in order to attract females at the onset of maturity, although colourful males may still be more susceptible to predation even in low predation environments [85]. The expression of structural colours and ultraviolet reflectance probably play a role in this balance, particularly given that pigment and structural coloration can interact under varying light conditions [44]. It is important to note that our study was limited to coloration that could be perceived by the human visual system in digital photographs from a single viewing angle, which is a subset of total coloration detected by the visual systems of the guppy and its predators [44,46].

(b) Influence of food levels
Reduced food quantity delayed the development of colour elements by almost 5 days, but this delay appeared to be more closely associated with an overall developmental delay; males reared on low-food levels matured approximately 5 days later than their brothers on high-food levels, similar to delays seen by Reznick [66]. At maturity, males reared on low-food levels showed no difference in the number or size of pigment-based colour elements. Furthermore, apart from having slightly smaller orange elements, males reared on low-food levels appeared to be as colourful as males reared on high-food levels later in adulthood. Thus, food limitation caused a delay in maturation as well as an associated delay in colour development, but eventually these males were able to achieve similar coloration as their siblings reared on higher food levels. Our results confirm those of Hughes et al. [52] that food levels alone may not affect colour patterns in adult male guppies, and that the trait is not condition-dependent with respect to food quantity (but see other studies showing effects of food quality [21,54]). Delayed development of colour patterns, in combination with delayed maturity, suggests that reduced food levels could impact male fitness. Although guppies may be able to compensate for delays caused by low-food levels early in development to achieve similar adult phenotypes as those reared on high-food levels, such compensatory growth can have negative fitness consequences later in life [86]. Furthermore, it is possible that females could reject low-food males based on other aspects of coloration not measured here (e.g. iridescence and other structural colours [44,46]) or based on other cues.

(c) Implications of plasticity of colour in the wild
Differences in the age at maturity and coloration in adult males have been shown to have a genetic basis across guppy populations. However, our results suggest that some of the variation in the size of colour elements found within and between natural populations may be due to plasticity, particularly given that predation risk probably modifies the age structure of mature males across populations [87]. High predation populations typically occur in large, low-elevation streams that are thought to have greater resource levels per guppy because their open canopy allows greater primary productivity and macro-invertebrate abundance [45,59,88], and because predation maintains guppy densities below carrying capacity [89]. By contrast, guppy populations with low predation risk typically occur in small, high elevation streams with more closed canopies and reduced food availability, where the reduced predation results in greater competition for food [89].

The UL population examined here was introduced three to four generations prior to a somewhat atypical low predation environment, given the experimentally trimmed canopy, which probably increased primary productivity overall [59]. The degree to which this population’s history impacted the results observed here cannot be known until other populations are examined. However, if other populations are also plastic in response to predator cues and food availability, then plasticity probably underlies some of the differences in coloration and age at maturity observed between contrasting high and low predation environments in the wild. The laboratory environment that most closely mimicked a typical high predation environment (reared with predator cues and on high-food levels) resulted in males phenotypically similar to males found in those environments in nature (i.e. that have reduced coloration and that mature early). Similarly, the laboratory environment that mimicked a typical low predation environment (reared without predator cues and on low-food levels) resulted in males with delayed maturity and colour development, but not reduced adult colour expression. Although not investigated here, it is important to note that the gape-limited R. hartii found in low predation environments may also induce some degree of plasticity in coloration; however, its effects may be limited since R. hartii preys primarily on juvenile guppies that have not yet developed significant colour.

The plasticity documented here could play an important role when moving between environments and in adaptive evolution. Plastic genotypes should have a fitness advantage over a non-plastic genotype when encountering a range of environmental conditions [3,7]. Thus, plasticity has probably helped guppies naturally colonize a range of stream environments (e.g. predator assemblage, forest canopy cover, stream size and temperature; [59,90]). More generally, the kind of plasticity we documented here may also play an important role in the process of adaptation to novel environments [3,7,91,92]. New, changing or variable environments can alter the selective regime experienced by the genotype and reduce fitness through a mismatch between the phenotype and the environment. However, if individuals can alter the developmental rate and expression of traits in response to reliable environmental cues, then a better pairing of the phenotype and environment can be achieved.
Predator-induced plasticity in a sexual ornament has the potential to affect the evolution of female choice, particularly when females use the ornament as an indicator of male quality [93]. Differences in the developmental environment experienced by males or a genotype × environment interaction that causes males to respond differentially to environmental cues could potentially mask the honesty of the signal, and thus, interfere with the ability of females to reliably use the ornament to assess male quality [94]. This could in turn dampen the strength of sexual selection acting on the ornament itself. However, if females select among potential mates that have had a similar developmental environment and if predator cues reduce colour expression consistently across genotypes, while still allowing differences in quality to be apparent to females, then mate choice and sexual selection may be unaffected. Further study is needed to determine how plasticity in the development of sexual ornaments influences mate choice and sexual selection.
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